We performed high pressure x-ray diffraction (XRD), Raman, and transport measurements combined with first-principles calculations to investigate the behavior of tin diselenide (SnSe2) under compression. The obtained single-crystal XRD data indicate the formation of a (1/3, 1/3, 0)-type superlattice above 17 GPa. According to our density functional theory results, the pressure-induced transition to the commensurate periodic lattice distortion (PLD) phase is due to the combined effect of strong Fermi surface nesting and electron-phonon coupling at a momentum wave vector q = (1/3, 1/3, 0). In contrast, similar PLD transitions associated with charge density wave (CDW) orderings in transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) do not involve significant Fermi surface nesting. The discovered pressure-induced PLD is quite remarkable, as pressure usually suppresses CDW phases in related materials. Our findings, therefore, provide new playgrounds to study the intricate mechanisms governing the emergence of PLD in TMD-related materials.
Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) and similar layered materials have attracted significant attention in recent years due to their novel electronic and optical properties [1, 2] . Bulk TMDs exhibit rich physics and have a promising potential for technological applications [3, 4] . Coexisting charge density wave (CDW) order and superconductivity were often found at low temperatures in metallic TMDs, providing an ideal platform to investigate the interplay of these quantum phases [3, 5] . Various commensurate modulated superstructures related to the CDW have been observed in TMDs, such as a √ 13 × √ 13 × 1 superlattice in 1T -TaX 2 (X=S, Se), a 3 × 3 × 1 in 2H-M Se 2 (M =Nb, Ta) and a 2 × 2 × 2 superlattice in 1T -TiSe 2 [6] [7] [8] , and their origins have been to a large part attributed to strong electron-phonon coupling (EPC) for particular phonon modes and wave vectors [9] [10] [11] . Many novel physical properties were recently discovered in TMDs: large positive magnetoresistance was observed at low temperatures in WTe 2 [12] , and both WTe 2 and MoTe 2 were suggested as type II Weyl semimetal candidate materials [13, 14] . Insulator-metal transitions and superconductivity were also observed in compressed TMDs [4, [15] [16] [17] [18] , raising expectations of novel phenomena in related new materials under high-pressure conditions.
Similar to related TMDs, SnSe 2 is a semiconductor with a bulk band gap of about 1.0 eV [19] , and few-layer sheets of SnSe 2 were suggested to have potential applications in electronic and optoelectronic devices [20] . It has been proposed that SnSe 2 can rapidly and reversibly switch from amorphous to crystalline under laser heating, which leads to significant changes in the optical reflectivity; and thus, provides excellent perspective for data storage applications [21] . Recent theoretical calculations suggested that SnSe 2 is unstable above 20 GPa, and that it would probably decompose into Sn 3 Se 4 and Se at high pressures [22, 23] . However, there is no experimental confirmation of the proposed decomposition scenario in compressed SnSe 2 . In this study, we find that SnSe 2 can, in fact, be stabilized above ∼17 GPa by a periodic lattice distortion (PLD) rather than undergoing a decomposition. This PLD is similar to the CDW order observed in TMDs; however, their origins are quite different, as will be discussed in this Letter.
We performed high-pressure single crystal diffraction measurements on the hexagonal SnSe 2 structure (H1 phase) (see Supplemental Material [24] ). The low-pressure x-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns are consistent with the previously reported data at ambient pressure [39] . When the pressure is increased above 17 GPa, diffraction patterns reveal superlattice reflections at (1/3, 1/3, 0), as shown in Fig. 1 . This clearly indicates a tripled unit cell above 17 GPa (H2 phase), and the XRD patterns at high pressure can be indexed very well using the Fig. S1 [24] ). The pressure dependence of the lattice parameters a and c is shown in Fig. 1(c) . As is evident from the figure, the normalized in-plane lattice parameter does not show any anomaly across the phase transition. However, the lattice parameter c and, consequently, the volume per formula unit both have a kink around the phase transition. Taken together, these experimental findings show that the phase transition does not involve a change in the hexagonal lattice structure, but a modulation of the atomic positions as observed in many CDW phases. In order to elucidate the observed phase transition, we performed first-principles dynamical stability calculations [24] . Based on the phase transformation revealed in the XRD pattern, we began by examining the phonon modes at the Γ point in the √ 3 × √ 3 × 1 H1 superlattice. As the transition pressure is approached, we observe that the two lowest-energy phonon modes soften and exhibit imaginary frequencies above 18 GPa [40] . This is indicative of a lattice instability and in line with findings in metallic TMDs exhibiting a CDW phase [10, 11, 44, 45] . Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 2(a) , the decrease in frequency is nonlinear with pressure, reflecting the strong changes in the electronic band structure that take place at the Fermi level (more details later in the manuscript). The squared frequency, on the other hand, exhibits a linear dependence with pressure in the transition region, a characteristic of a soft-mode phase transition described by Landau theory [46] . Incidentally, calculations of the phonon dispersion at 30 GPa in the three-atom H1 unit cell show that the lowest-energy vibrational mode has an imaginary frequency at the K point in the Brillouin zone (BZ), consistent with the BZ folding of the K point of the 1 × 1 × 1 unit cell onto the Γ point of the Fig. S2 [24] ).
We further explored the full potential energy surface of the H1 √ 3 × √ 3 × 1 supercell for the soft phonon modes at 30 GPa. The atoms were displaced according to (i) the eigenvector of the A 2g phonon (H2 − 1 phase), (ii) the eigenvector of the A 2u phonon (H2 − 2 phase), and (iii) the combined displacements of the two phonon eigenvectors (H2 − 3 phases) [47] . The energy surface has a Mexican hat shape with many local minima within 1 meV/atom from each other (Supplemental Fig. S4(a) [24] ). To find the equilibrium configuration for the distorted system, we picked six low-energy points on this surface for which we performed full geometrical optimization. All selected configurations gain in enthalpy with respect to the H1 phase and become virtually degenerate in enthalpy after relaxation (Supplemental Fig. S4(b) [24, 48] ), yet belong to three different space groups [49] (Supplemental Table S1 and Fig. S5 [24] ). Noticeably, the out-of-plane modulation in H2 − 3 is an intermediate state along the pathway that transforms H2 − 1 into H2 − 2. We will therefore, without loss of generality, concentrate further only on the H2 − 1 and H2 − 2 phases.
Comparing the enthalpies for the H1 and H2 structures as function of pressure reveals that the latter are energetically more favorable above 18 GPa, as shown in Fig. 2(b) , in very good agreement with our experiments and phonon calculations. Further in depth analysis of the H2 derivatives confirmed that they remain degenerate in enthalpy within the 0−40 GPa range considered, and the differences in their vibrational and electronic properties are negligible (Supplemental Figs. S2(c), S2(d), S6, and S7 [24] ).
While our work demonstrates the stabilization of H1 derivatives obtained through atomic distortion, previous studies have pointed out the possibility of stable phases obtained through interlayer shifts. Namely, an alternative long-period stacking sequence with space group R3m [52] has been recently predicted to be 3.5 meV/atom higher in enthalpy at 0 GPa, but to stabilize with respect to H1 at 5 GPa [22] . Observation of such polymorphs in high-pressure experiments is not straightforward, as the kinetics of the transformation is likely defined by high-energy barriers of interlayer shifts. Our calculations with finer convergence settings, however, indicate that compared to H1, the R3m polymorph is virtually degenerate in enthalpy at 0 GPa, reaches a minimum relative enthalpy of ∼2.3 meV/atom at 6 GPa, and eventually destabilizes by ∼5.7 meV/atom at 25 GPa. We attribute this behavior to the fact that the application of pressure drastically changes the inter-layer distance, promoting the formation of covalent bonds between Se atoms in adjacent layers (Supplemental Fig. S5 [24] ). Such changes in bonding promote a change in compressibility along the c axis, as observed in both experimental and theoretical data (Supplemental Figs. S8 and S9 [24] ).
High-pressure transport measurements were performed on SnSe 2 single crystals. At low pressures, the resistivity shows a semiconducting behavior, consistent with SnSe 2 being a narrow band semiconductor at 0 GPa (Supplemental Fig. S10 [24] ). The resistivity decreases under pressure and the temperature dependence becomes flat around 8 GPa, signaling the closure of the band gap. The semiconductor-to-metal transition occurs in the 8 − 13 GPa range, and a typical metallic behavior with much larger residual-resistance ratio is observed above 17 GPa. Similarly to the room temperature resistivity, the Hall coefficient decreases gradually with increasing pressure and displays a kink at ∼15 GPa, around the H1-to-H2 phase transition [53] . These complementary results provide evidence for the Fermi surface (FS) reconstruction across the phase transition.
To investigate the metallization from the theoretical side, we carried out band structure calculations at various pressures. As illustrated in Supplemental Fig. S11 [24] , the top of the valence band of H1 structure at 0 GPa consists of states with Se p z and p xy character. The conduction band minimum is formed by Se p z and p xy orbitals, which hybridize strongly with Sn s orbitals [54] . With increasing pressure, the conduction Se p xy band shifts down and touches the valence Se p z band at 5 − 6 GPa, closing the band gap. This pressure-induced metallization is consistent with our resistivity measurements, although the predicted semiconductor-to-metal transition pressure is smaller than the experimental value. This difference is partially due to the underestimation of the band gap in the semilocal density functional theory approximation used in this study [19, 55, 56] . Band structure calculations employing screened hybrid functional indeed predict a semiconductor-to-metal transition at about 8 GPa [23] , in better agreement with experiments. An additional source for the offset could arise from the discrepancy between the calculated and experimental lattice constants in the 5 − 20 GPa range. Since NaCl provides a slightly non hydrostatic pressure environment [24] , we computed the band structure of H1 phase by compressing the c axis, as done experimentally. As in 2H-MoTe 2 [57] , the out-of-plane compression favors the semiconductor-to-metal transition at a lower pressure; nevertheless, the effect is small (Supplemental Fig. S12 [24] ), and the deviation from hydrostatic pressure should have a minor effect on the semiconductor-tometal transition pressure.
To shed more light on the pressure-induced structural modulations, we performed high-pressure Raman measurements, as shown in Fig. 3(a) . The low-pressure spectrum has two peaks around 120 cm −1 (E g ) and 190 cm −1 (A 1g ), respectively [58] , in agreement to previous results [59] . The two peaks shift to higher frequency as the pressure increases. Above 17 GPa, two new peaks appear, indicating the lowering of crystalline symmetry, consistent with our XRD results. In Figure 3 (b), we compare the frequencies of the calculated and observed Raman-active modes [60] . The pressure dependence of the high-energy E-type mode is in excellent agreement with the experimental results, clearly showing the structural phase transition in the 17−20 GPa range. The high-energy A-type mode, while it is appreciably underestimated compared to experiment, does exhibit a similar trend, as discussed in the Supplemental Material [24] . After the phase transition, the in-plane unit cell triples in size and two additional Raman-active modes appear, consistent with the Raman measurements. The low-energy A-type mode in the H2 phases hardens with increasing pressure, and follows closely the experimental data [61] . The medium-energy E-type mode (∼100 cm −1 ) is slightly downshifted compared to experiment, but displays a similar pressure dependence [62] .
FIG. 4. (a)
The FS contribution to the adiabatic phonon self-energy, (b) the static bare susceptibility in the constant matrix approximation, and (c) the EPC strength for the soft phonon mode in the three-atom H1 structure at various pressures [67] . These results provide evidence that both FS nesting and electron-phonon interactions play crucial parts in the observed phase transition of SnSe2.
A comparison between the electronic structures of the H1 and H2 compounds reveals that the phase transition leads to significant changes. In particular, we find avoided crossings near the Fermi level along Γ-M , Γ-K , and Γ-A directions in the H2 phases (Supplemental Figs. S6 and S7 [24] ). These changes are due to structural displacements originating from a phonon mode (Supplemental Fig. S13 [24] ), pointing towards a sizable EPC of that phonon with electronic states near the Fermi level [63, 64] . The deformation of the band structure is accompanied by a suppression of large parts of the FS (Supplemental Fig. S14 [24] ), and an increasing removal of electronic weight at the Fermi level with increasing pressure (Supplemental Fig. S10(d) [24] ). Similar characteristics have been observed in previous theoretical studies of CDW order in metallic TMDs [10, 11, 44, 45] .
Usually, the appearance of a superlattice is the signature of a CDW transition in low-dimensional systems, giving rise to the question, of whether the transitions are driven primarily by an instability of the electronic subsystem, the vibrational subsystem, or both. In metallic TMDs it has been shown that the wave vector dependence of the EPC drives the CDW formation, while the FS nesting has been found to play a minor role [9-11, 44, 45] . In particular, the breaking of electronic degeneracies by a phonon-modulated lattice distortion, the reduction of the density of states at the Fermi level, and the softening of a low-energy phonon are key signatures of a momentum-dependent electron-phonon coupling CDW instability.
To understand the phonon softening with pressure and to investigate the mechanisms behind the phase transition, we calculated the FS contribution to the adiabatic phonon self-energy Π A q,ν [65] for the soft phonon mode of the three-atom H1 phase [66] . As shown in Figure 4(a) , Π A q,ν increases dramatically with pressure at the K point, explaining the observed phonon softening and instability towards a transition to the H2 phase. In order to separate the purely electronic effects from that of the electronphonon interaction, we calculated the bare susceptibility χ show a strong increase at the K point with increasing pressure, indicating that both FS nesting and electronphonon interactions play crucial parts in the observed phase transition of SnSe 2 . We find that the largest contributions to the FS nesting come from aligning the Γ-centered surface with the K-centered one (Supplemental Fig. S14(a) [24] ). This observation is in contrast to findings in metallic TMDs, where FS nesting was found to play a less significant role in the transition, as mentioned above [10, 11, 45, 72] .
The application of pressure would usually suppress the CDW in metallic TMDs [3, 5] . Our result shows an example of the opposite situation: the pressure can actually induce a PLD (and possibly CDW) in a semiconducting TMD-related material. Although pressure-induced metallization was also observed in many semiconducting TMDs, no evidence of pressure-induced PLD (or CDW) has been observed so far, according to our knowledge in TMD-related materials. We expect that future research will show if the PLD observed here is related to a true CDW quantum state [73].
In conclusion, we find a pressure-induced phase transition in SnSe 2 , which we investigated in detail by means of XRD, Raman and transport measurements, as well as first-principles calculations. Our experiments and calculations are overall in very good agreement with each other. We have shown that following the phonon instability naturally leads to the transition to a supercell structure, whose electronic and vibrational properties match our experimental findings. We further provide evidence that the observed phase transition is due to the combined effect of strong FS nesting and EPC at a momentum wave vector q = (1/3, 1/3, 0). To our knowledge, the formation of a (1/3, 1/3, 0)-type superlattice with application of pressure was never observed in TMD-related materials. Our discovery of pressure-induced structural modulation, therefore, offers exciting new possibilities and provides a new playground to study PLD and possible CDW phases in TMD-related materials. 
with electron band indices m, n, phonon mode index ν, reciprocal wave vectors k,q, electron-phonon matrix element gmn,ν , Fermi distribution function f , Brillouin zone volume ΩBZ, and Fermi energy F . The step function Θ with an energy cutoff c = 100 meV ensures that only states close to the Fermi level are contributing to the self-energy, the qualitative results are insensitive to the choice of c. To avoid numerical instabilities due to very small phonon energies for q → 0, the EPC around Γ for acoustic phonon frequencies smaller than 2.5 meV have been set to zero. The static bare susceptibility χ 0 CMA in the constant matrix approximation has been calculated by setting all electron-phonon matrix elements gmn,ν in the expression of Π A q,ν to unity, in order to separate purely electronic effects coming from the denominator from electron-phonon interaction effects. The EPC strength associated with a specific phonon mode ν and wave vector q is SnSe 2 single crystals were obtained from the commercial company HQ Graphene [1] . Diamond anvils with 300 µm culet and c-BN+epoxy gasket with sample chambers having diameter of 100 µm were used for transport measurements. The single crystal of SnSe 2 was cut to the dimensions of 60 µm × 60 µm × 10 µm. NaCl was used as a pressure transmitting medium and the pressure was calibrated by using the shift of ruby fluorescence at room temperature. During transport measurements, the pressure was applied at room temperature using the miniature diamond anvil cell [2] . The resistivity and Hall coefficient were measured using the Quantum Design PPMS-9. The high-pressure single crystal diffraction was carried out using the angle-dispersive X-ray diffraction facility at 16-BMD beamline of the High-Pressure Collaborative Access Team (HPCAT) at the Advanced Photon Source at the Argonne National Laboratory. A symmetric diamond anvil cell (DAC) with a pair of 300 µm culet size anvils was used to generate pressure and Neon was loaded as a pressure transmitting medium. The diamond anvils with 300 µm culets were used for the high pressure Raman measurements with incident laser wavelength of 488 nm at the Geophysical Laboratory. Neon was also used as a pressure transmitting medium in the Raman experiments. All samples were loaded in DACs with the c-axis along the applied pressure direction. Both Neon and NaCl provide a quasi-hydrostatic pressure environment below 40 GPa. We estimated the pressure variation to be within 2 GPa in our low-temperature transport experiments [2] . All the XRD and Raman measurements were performed at room temperature. The experimental error of the pressure measured at room temperature is within 0.3 GPa.
First-principles calculations
The stability of the SnSe 2 under pressure was examined at the density functional theory (DFT) level with VASP [3, 4] . We employed projector augmented wave (PAW) potentials [5] with Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional [6] in the generalized gradient approximation [7] , where the Se 4s 2 4p 4 and Sn 4d 10 5s 2 5p 2 orbitals were included as valence electrons. At ambient pressure, SnSe 2 crystallizes in the hexagonal, close-packed CdI 2 -type structure with space group P3m1 (no. 164). The unit cell contains three atoms, where every Sn atom occupies the center of an octahedron formed by six Se atoms. We refer to this structure as H1 phase, and all calculations, unless otherwise specified, were performed for the nine-atom √ 3 × √ 3 × 1 superlattice. To properly treat the long-range dispersive interactions, we used the non-local van der Waals (vdW) density functional optB86b-vdW [8, 9] . A Γ-centered 12 × 12 × 12 Monkhorst-Pack k-mesh [10] , a plane-wave energy cutoff of 500 eV, a smearing value of 0.1 eV, and a convergence criterion of 10 −6 eV for the self-consistent energy were used in the atomic and electronic structure calculations. The atomic positions and lattice constants were relaxed until the maximum force on each atom was less than 0.003 eV/Å and the stresses were converged within 0.1 kB. We obtained phonon dispersions with PHONOPY [11] using the force constants calculated in VASP within density functional perturbation theory. For this, we used a Γ-centered 6 × 6 × 6 k-mesh and a 2 × 2 × 2 expansion of the √ 3 × √ 3 × 1 superlattice. The structural parameters of all phases considered are provided in Table S1 .
The calculation of the electron-phonon interactions, bare susceptibilities and phonon self-energies were obtained with the EPW code [12, 13] of the Quantum Espresso distribution [14] , in conjunction with the Wannier90 library [15] . We used PBE norm-conserving pseudopotentials [16] with a plane-wave kinetic energy cutoff of 800 eV. The electronic eigenvalues and phonon dynamical matrices of the three-atom H1 structure were calculated with Quantum Espresso on coarse grids of 24 × 24 × 16 k-points and 6 × 6 × 4 q-points, respectively. The electron-phonon matrix elements were obtained using the Wannier-Fourier interpolation technique implemented in EPW. The interpolation was performed on a fine 300 × 300 × 200 k-mesh along a high-symmetry path in q-space. Gaussian smearings of 25 meV and 0.05 meV were used for the electronic and vibrational properties evaluated with EPW.
Irreducible representations of the optical zone-center phonons
The presence of inversion symmetry in H1 and H2-1 dictates that the zone-center lattice vibrations are either Raman or infrared active. On the other hand, some of the infrared active modes in H1 and H2-1 become both Raman and infrared active in H2-2 and H2-3 due to the lack of inversion symmetry in the latter cases. The irreducible representations [17, 18] of the optical zone-center phonons in the four SnSe 2 configurations are:
where A 1g and E g are Raman active, and A 2u and E u are infrared active
where A g and E g are Raman active, A u and E u are infrared active,
where A 1 and E modes are both Raman and infrared active, and
where A, 1 E, and 2 E modes are both Raman and infrared active. Note that there are six optical modes in the three-atom H1 phase, while 24 optical phonon modes in the nine-atom H2 phases.
Evolution of the A1g mode under pressure
The discrepancies in the measured and calculated behaviors of the A 1g mode frequencies as a function of pressure can be elucidated by the following analysis of the relevant electronic and vibrational features. The non-monotonic response of the A 1g mode to pressure below 10 GPa could be related to the pressure-induced metallization of the initial H1 phase. Indeed, our frozen-phonon examination of the two Raman active modes in this pressure range indicates that A 1g has the strongest coupling with the electronic states near the Fermi level, since the A 1g modulation of atomic positions causes the largest shifts in the corresponding electronic states as shown in Fig. S13 . The in-plane lattice parameter a decreases monotonically and follow the experimental slope as the pressure is increased up to 40 GPa, without displaying any anomaly at the phase transition. On the other hand, the inter-plane lattice constant c drops sharply at low pressures, before beginning a slower decrease around P ∼20 GPa.
FIG. S9.
(Color online) (a)-(c) The effect of the functional choice the lattice parameters a and c, the volume per one formula unit, and the frequency of the Raman active modes of H1-SnSe2. Calculations were performed with PBE, PBE with vdW-DF2 [21] , PBE with DFT-D2 empirical correction [22] , local density approximation (LDA) [23, 24] and LDA with optB86b-vdW [8, 9] . PBE with optB86b-vdW has the best performance, providing lattice parameters in close agreement with the experimental values. 
